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Abstract 
To investigate the discharge characteristics such as a firing 
voltage and wall voltage condition by the conventional driving 
waveform in the ultra fine AC-PDP cells, the Vt close-curves are 
measured. Using the shape and shift of the Vt close curves 
measured from the various PDP cell sizes such as 50-in. full HD, 
50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD grades, the discharge characteristics 
are analyzed in detail. 

1. Introduction 
In the display devices, the resolution of an image is one of the 
most important factors that decide an image quality. As demands 
for the display device with full HD (High Definition) resolution 
are growing, many researches on high resolution display have 
been performed. In the case of plasma display panels, the studies 
such as development of ultra fine cell fabrication method, 
improvement of luminous efficacy in the very small discharge 
volume, and a high speed driving technique to improve the image 
quality and to reduce the circuit cost are the main issues for full 
HD PDP TVs [1, 2]. In the current PDP technology, since both the 
firing and wall voltages play an important role in the stable PDP 
driving, the discharge characteristics, such as the firing voltage 
among the three electrodes and the wall voltage condition, need to 
be investigated carefully to improve the driving characteristic in 
the ultra fine discharge cell, when the PDP cell sizes are changed. 
In this paper, to examine the changes in the discharge 
characteristic relative to the PDP cell size, the Vt close-curves 
were measured from the 50-in. full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD 
PDP cells under zero wall voltage and nonzero wall voltage, 
respectively. In addition, by analyzing the shape and shift of the 
measured Vt close-curves [3], the breakdown and wall voltage 
conditions necessary for the stable driving were obtained for the 
three kinds of the PDP cells, i.e., the 50-in. full HD, 50-in. HD, 
and 42-in. HD PDP cells. 

2. Experimental Setup 
Fig. 1 shows the cell dimensions and detailed specifications of the 
50-in. full HD, 42-in. HD, and 50-in. HD PDP cells used in this 
research. The test panels were all full-size panels and had almost 
the same conditions except the vertical and horizontal pitches. 
However, the ITO electrodes were different each other because of 
their different cell pitches. The resolutions of 42-in. HD, 50-in. 
HD, and 50-in. full HD were 1024 X 768, 1366 X 768, and 1920 X 
1080, respectively. The barrier rib height, sustain gap, address 
electrode width were 120, 70, and 90 μm, respectively. The gas 
pressure was 420 Torr and the gas mixture of the test panels was 
Xe (11 %)-He-Ne. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the typical 
Vt close-curve on the applied voltage plane and its definition for 
each region. The Vt close-curve with 6 regions shows the 
breakdown voltage of the weak discharge among the three  

  

Figure 1. Cell dimensions and specifications of 50-in. full HD, 
42-in. HD, and 50-in. HD PDP cells used in this work. 

 

 

       
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of typical Vt close-curve and 
definition of each region. 
 
electrodes. Each region of the Vt close-curve means a firing 
voltage condition between the two electrodes, as shown in Fig. 2. 
In regions 1, 2, 3, and 4, the two sustain electrodes X and Y that 
are covered with an MgO layer act as a cathode, whereas in 
regions 5 and 6, the address electrode A that is covered with a 
phosphor layer acts as a cathode. Fig. 3 shows the driving 
waveforms for measuring the Vt close-curve under zero wall 
charge state. The erasing period consists of the ramp pulse and the 
rectangular pulse. The role of the ramp pulse is an initialization of 
wall voltages without reference to the previous wall voltage state 
and the following rectangular pulse with high voltage erases the  
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Figure 3. Driving waveforms employed to measure Vt close- 
curve under zero wall voltage state. 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Conventional driving waveforms comprising of reset, 
address, and sustain periods to measure changes in Vt close- 
curves under various wall voltage conditions. 
 
wall voltages by using the strong discharge and self erasing 
discharge. To reduce the priming particle effect by the preceding 
discharge, no pulses are applied to the each electrode for a 
sufficient time after an erasing period. In detecting period, the 
firing voltage is determined by detecting the light generated by the 
application of various detecting pulses to each electrode. Fig. 4 
shows the conventional driving waveforms comprising of the 
reset, address, and sustain periods to measure the changes in the 
Vt close-curves under the various wall voltage conditions. The Vt 
close-curves were measured at five points in Fig. 4 for the 50-in. 
full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells. To analyze the wall 
voltage variation during a reset and address period, the Vt close-
curves were measured at the measuring points A, B, and C. To 
investigate the wall voltage variation induced by the X and Y 
sustain discharges, the shifted Vt close-curves were measured at 
the measuring points D and E, respectively. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Fig. 5 shows the Vt close-curves measured from the 50-in. full 
HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells under zero wall voltage 
condition. The firing voltages, VtXY, VtAY, VtAX, and VtYX of the 
regions 1~4, that is, the firing voltages under an MgO cathode 
condition, were almost the same, since the gaps between the 
electrode X and Y and the gaps between the address and the 
sustain electrodes were fixed at 70 μm and 120 μm, respectively. 
In regions 5 and 6, the firing voltages, VtYA and VtXA, that is, the 
firing voltages under a phosphor cathode condition, had different 
breakdown voltages, which were caused by the different cell size 
and different phosphor types. In particular, for the green cells, the 
firing voltage under a phosphor cathode condition was increased 
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(a) 50-in. full HD PDP cell    (b) 50-in. HD PDP cell  
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(c) 42-in. HD PDP cell 

Figure 5. Measured Vt close-curves of red, green, and blue 
cells in zero wall voltage condition. 
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Figure 6. Reset driving waveform applied to X and Y 
electrodes and corresponding IR waveforms measured from 
50-in. full HD, 42-in. HD, and 50-in. HD PDP cells. 
 
largely as the cell size was decreased. In the ideal Vt close-curve, 
the line of the regions 1 and 4 was straight but the distortion 
occurred due to the potential of the address electrode [3]. When 
the cell size of a PDP was decreased, the area of a sustain 
electrode was decreased, whereas the address electrode width was 
fixed at 90 μm. Accordingly, the distortion of the regions 1 and 4 
was increased as the PDP cell size was decreased, as shown in 
Figs. 5 (a), (b), and (c). Fig. 6 shows the IR emissions during the 
reset discharge. When the cell size was decreased, the intensity of 
IR emission was reduced even though the reset discharge was 
initiated at the almost same voltage, as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 
shows the changes in the measured Vt close-curves when the reset 
and address discharges were generated in the 50-in. full HD, 50-in.  
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(a) 50-in. full HD PDP cell 
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(b) 50-in. HD PDP cell 
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(c) 42-in. HD PDP cell 

Figure 7. Changes in Vt close-curves during reset and address 
discharges in green cells. 

 
HD, and 42-in. HD PDP green cells. Based on the firing voltage of 
regions 1 and 2 measured at point A in Fig. 4, after the set-up 
discharge, the Vt close-curves in Figs. 7 (a), (b), and (c) were 
shifted to the left by about 50 V and to the downward direction by 
about 180 V, with respect to the reference Vt close-curve. Based 
on the firing voltage of regions 1 and 2 measured at point B in Fig. 
4, after the set-down discharge, the Vt close-curves in Figs. 7 (a), 
(b), and (c) were moved to the right and upper direction by about 
100 and 150 V, respectively, with respect to the reference Vt 
close-curve. After the address discharge, the Vt close-curves in 
Figs. 7 (a), (b), and (c) were shifted to the right and upper 
directions as a result of the successful address discharge between 
the A and Y electrodes. In the measured Vt close-curves, the 
shrink phenomena of the Vt close-curve were induced by the non- 
uniform wall charge accumulation on each electrode [4]. The 
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Figure 8. ICCD images measured at gate mode in 50-in. full 
HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells during sustain 
discharge. 
 
shrink of the measured Vt close-curves was increased as the cell 
size was increased, as shown in Fig. 7. In the 50-in. full HD PDP 
cell, although the IR intensity of the reset discharge was smaller 
than that of the reset discharge in cases of 50-in. HD and 42-in. 
HD PDP cells, the wall voltage was formed sufficiently and the 
resultant addressing discharge was successfully obtained. Fig. 8 
shows the ICCD images measured at the gate mode for three 
structures, and the start, end, and duration times of the discharge 
during a sustain discharge are given in Table 1. In the 42-in. HD 
PDP cell, the discharge time lags of the R, G, and B cells were 
almost the same and fast discharge characteristic was observed. 
On the other hand, in the 50-in. full HD and 50-in. HD PDP cells, 
the discharge time lags of the R, G, and B cells were different and 
slow discharge characteristic was observed compared with the 42-
in. HD PDP cell. As the cell size was reduced, more different 
discharge time lag, short duration time, and slower discharge 
characteristic were observed. Fig. 9 shows the changes in the Vt 
close-curves by the X and Y sustain discharges, measured at 
points, D and E in Fig. 4. Table 2 shows the changes in the wall 
voltage difference between the X and Y electrodes (= ΔVWXY ) 
and between the A and Y electrodes (= ΔVWAY ) in the 50-in. full 
HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells. In 50-in. full HD PDP 
cell, the ΔVWXY and ΔVWAY were small and the difference of 
ΔVWXY and ΔVWAY according to the R, G, and B cells were also  
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Table 1. Start, end, and duration time of sustain discharge in 
in 50-in. full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells. 
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(a) 50-in. full HD PDP cell 
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(b) 50-in. HD PDP cell 
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(c) 42-in. HD PDP cell 

Figure 9. Changes in Vt close-curves by X and Y sustain 
discharge in 50-in. full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP 
cells. 

Table 2. Changes of ΔVWXY and ΔVWAY by X and Y sustain 
discharge in 50-in. full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP 
cells. 

 
 

small in comparison with the 50- and 42-in. HD PDP cells. From 
the results of Tables 1 and 2 and Figs. 8 and 9, as the cell size was 
decreased, the discharge time lag and the difference of discharge 
time lag according to the R, G, and B cells were increased. In 
addition, the sustain discharge duration time was reduced and the 
wall voltage made by the sustain discharge was relatively small. 
Nevertheless, in the case of the 50-in. full HD PDP cell, the wall 
charge accumulation characteristics after the sustain discharge 
among the R, G, and B cells were relatively uniform. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, the Vt close-curves were measured from the 50-in. 
full HD, 50-in. HD, and 42-in. HD PDP cells so as to examine the 
changes in the discharge characteristic, such as a firing voltage 
and wall voltage condition relative to the PDP cell size. From the 
measured Vt close-curves under zero wall voltage and various 
wall voltage conditions, the differences in the discharge 
characteristic are compared relative to the various PDP cell sizes, 
which illustrates that these experimental results would be useful to 
understand the discharge characteristic in the high resolution PDP. 
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